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Many European politicians believe that the EU
needs to find new and visible policies to counter
the increasing momentum of nationalist politics.
Reacting to fear, with fear. In this vein, on 30
November the European Commission launched
its European Defence Action Plan, which intends
to strengthen arms dealers including their ability
to export.
The Action Plan includes proposals to prioritise
the armament sector within the new Skills
Agenda for Europe, including the creation of an
arms industry-led European Defence Skills
Alliance. These programmes would include
reform of Erasmus+, currently limited to civilian
projects.
Erasmus+ is one of the EU's most well known and
loved programmes, involving students, staff,
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trainees, teachers and volunteers. Erasmus has
operated for almost thirty years, enabling 3
million European students to spend part of their
studies at another higher education institution or
with an organisation in Europe.
In early 2017 an Implementation Steering Group
will be formed to plan the implementation of the
European Defence Action Plan. A specific
Consultation Forum will be created to ensure that
representatives of the arms industry can
influence plans as they develop. In practise, this
is likely to mean more opportunities for students
who study weapon technology, such as the
Masters Programmes in Guided Weapons
Systems and Communications Electronic Warfare
that are already available in European
universities.
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Marlies and Syste from the Netherlands, who facilitated
a nonviolence course at Quaker House in Brussels.
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Johannes Borger, coordinator of the Dutch Quakers’
inclusive security initiative.
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Two nonviolence courses have been held in
Quaker House in December. The first course
included staff from a range of peacebuilding and
human rights organisations in Brussels and was
facilitated by Dutch Quakers Marlies and Sytse
Tjallingii. The second course was part of the
Alternative to Violence Project and was
facilitated by Henrica Takens-Milne (Watford
Quakers) and Arthur Charlton (Stoke Newington
Quakers) and Karen King (Peace Secretary of
Belgium and Luxembourg Quakers).

Around Europe has previously reported on work
by Quakers in the Netherlands to rethink security,
building on similar programmes including 'Shared
Security' and the Ammerdown initiative. In recent
weeks, the Dutch project, known as 'Inclusieve
veiligheid' (inclusive security) has launched a new
website - www.samenveilig.earth.
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The new website explains how the project has
developed so far and plans for the future. The
first phase was coalition building (mostly with
Dutch peace organisations) and development of a
basic shared concept of security. The
coordinator, Johannes Borger, can be contacted
by writing to: info@samenveilig.earth

Our continent is increasingly taking regressive
steps toward the division of the past. Increasing
fear and mistrust is the self-fulfilling prophecy of
some political leaders, whose rhetoric is visible
every day in the news.

Misha Roshchin, Clerk of Moscow Monthly
Meeting, joined the QCEA team in Brussels
during October and November. His presence was
part of our Quaker witness to the peaceful world
that our faith shows us is possible. Misha's
presence opened doors, helping QCEA to build
new relationships. We hope it will be an example
European policy-makers could follow.

←
Misha Roshchin speaks to a
journalist in Brussels.
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Immediately prior to his visit to Brussels, Misha
Roshchin had undertaken a research visit to
Crimea and eastern Ukraine, assessing the
current political and human rights situation there.
His research included meeting many different
people across society, including members of the
Crimean government and religious minorities.
It is not easy for western European organisations
to access these areas and there was much
interest in hearing what Misha has to say. QCEA
events included an interfaith lunch on dialogue
between religious groups in Ukraine, and an
informal event with human rights advocates
concerned about conditions for the Tatar minority
in Crimea.

QCEA and the Quaker Asylum and Refugee
Network (QARN) have completed their report on
European Quaker activity in support of asylum
seekers and refugees. Fifty-five Friends from 14
countries took part in the research, and reported
a range of activities. Three things that individual
Quakers said would help to support their work
are: a network of those working in this area, a
newsletter to update them on different projects,
and an online forum where they could exchange
ideas directly with each other. QCEA Forced
Migration Project Coordinator has responded by
creating a Facebook group called the Quaker
Refugee Hub and will use a use regular space in
Around Europe to share information with Quakers
across Europe. To contact Kate, email
kate.mcnally@qcea.org.

Olivia Caeymaex, our new Peace Programme
Lead, is already planning a series of further interfaith lunches that will continue to bring people
together who would not otherwise meet, crossing
delicate divides in our global community.

At the centre of the failure to provide loving
responses to forced migration, economic
inequality and many other challenges – has
been a failure of leadership. Therefore, from
January QCEA will also be offering a new
Quaker space for aspiring European policymakers and policy-influencers to think deeply
about the values and skills of leadership.

Learning about the EU and seeing how it works
is the best way to separate fact from fiction.
The Quaker Council for European Affairs is
organising a Study Tour to Brussels and
Strasbourg from 24 June to 1 July 2017, which
will offer a unique insight into the European
institutions, how they work and how they
influence Quaker concerns. For more info:

visit qcea.org/events
email study tour@qcea.org
or call +32 2230 4935
NOV-DEC 2016
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Impressions of the recent discussion on violence and
masculinity, held at Quaker House in Brussels.
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Fears about violent extremism have become a
priority
for
European
governments
and
institutions, particularly since the murders in Paris
and Nice. After each attack, security officials are
quickly challenged to explain the motivation of
the crime, in terms of violent ideology, an unmet
mental health need, resentment or something
else. Political leaders then build on this
explanation when seeking a visible policy
response that will provide public reassurance.
One recurrent factor is that the violence is most
often committed by young men. Public debates,
analysis and policy-making then often seem to be
dominated by men. Within Europe, violence
against women remains the most common form
of violence on the continent, mostly hidden from
the public services seeking to address it.
Externally, the EU is struggling to effectively
counter a range of conflicts and crises. EU foreign
policy instruments continue to be dominated by
male decision-makers and male mission staff –
building male capacity and negotiating peace
between men.
QCEA recently held a public discussion with the
European Women's Lobby to ask: Are we missing
something more obvious about why men commit
violence, the context in which this type of
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violence happens, and how it can be prevented?
We were grateful to the many that attended,
including officials form the Commission's Justice
Directorate and External Action Service. We also
received positive feedback with experienced
gender specialists told us it was the best
masculinities event they had ever been to.
Key points from the discussion included:
• Social and cultural structures teach boys and
men to behave in certain ways, as a necessary
part of the global war machine.
• Conflicts and violence affect women, men,
girls and boys differently. Violence in the
public sphere often leads to violence in the
home, but this rarely recognised as conflictrelated.
• Europe's narrow discussion of 'terrorism' is
counter productive. The are a wide range of
motivations for joining organised criminal or
terrorist groups. These include ideology, but
also trauma, frustration, marginalisation and
financial benefit.
• Participants
proposed
specific
policies
including the use of gender analysis to inform
policy and the promotion of positive male role
models.

The state of Europe today is daunting and, sadly,
it doesn't look like it will get any better soon. The
security situation in Europe is not the only reason
to be concerned, with the violent attacks in
European cities last summer, the EU's response to
these challenges is all the more worrying. The EU
appears to be shifting much of its efforts towards
reinforcing military and 'defence' approaches to
security challenges, at the expense of civilian
initiatives.
We have all followed the controversial way the
EU responded to the increase in levels of
migration in Europe, in part through forming a
military operation to address border control in the
Mediterranean sea, called Operation Sophia. Yet,
insufficient support and protection was provided
to refugees once they arrive in Europe. Quite the
contrary, walls are being erected in some
European countries while EU institutions engaged
in a deal with Turkey in an attempt to push the
problem away.
Other decisions are reflective of the European
move towards further militarised responses to
security challenges. One is the recent decision by
Member States and the European Parliament to
fund research for defence, thus directly funding
the arms industry with 90 million Euro for 20172019. This is an initial scheme that will be
expanded to a full research programme of 3.5
billions in 2021-2027.
This new funding for the arms industry will
deprive that amount from other social, economic
or environmental programmes. If the budget is
used to research into more advanced military
technology, it will, at some point, be necessary to
develop these technologies and eventually use
and sell them. All in all, making the world a more
armed place rather than more humane.

The second decision that is about to be
considered by the European Parliament will allow
the transfer, by 2020, of 100 millions EUR from
the Development Cooperation Instrument to the
Instrument for Stability and Peace for “Capacity

Building
in
support
of
Security
and
Development”. Concretely, this means using
development funds for military-related activities
in developing countries or to 'Train and Equip'
partner countries' armies. This is all happening
whilst there is ever more need for development,
as the increased levels of migration have
demonstrated. These doubts open up a
dangerous space for budgets to be moved to
strengthening foreign armies and highlight an EU
shift towards wanting to become more of a
military power rather than reinforcing its civilian
expertise in conflict situations.
It is in this troubling environment that I started
working as the QCEA Peace Programme Lead.
Two months later, it seems to me that, in the face
of fear, the EU's answer risks spreading further
fear rather than tackling some underlying
problems such as poverty, education and
xenophobia in Europe - which are potential
sources of violence and crime.
I think tremendous work is needed at the
European level to improve inter-cultural
exchanges for a better acceptance of difference,
and a better understanding of European youth's
frustrations and, for a very small number, their
sympathy with violent ideologies. I am hopeful
that the peace programme at QCEA will address
some of these issues by providing a new and
broader perception of security at the Europeanlevel, one which breaks the silos and connects
economic, social and civilian approaches to
violence. I hope it will open up space that will
inspire European countries and EU institutions to
consider non-violent alternatives in their response
to conflict.
NOV-DEC 2016
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Leyla noted that the fundamental issue in dealing
with trauma is violence and a betrayal of trust.
The violence which causes trauma can be sexual,
political, social, or familial. The common thread is
that it strips away our humanity. The effects on
victims and survivors are often seen long after the
violence stops.
Violence destroys the social links we live by.
Those links have their roots in our earliest
experiences of contact with our family. We have
a need to connect to others, to be a part of a
community – not just on a social and spiritual
level, but also on a biological, neurological level.
Our nervous system develops in the context of
being held in a family, a safe place where we
learn to trust that our basic needs will be met.
Violence breaks this trust by destroying the
safety we find with others.

Helpers, those who serve survivors of trauma, are
directly affected by this breach of trust, and find
that their own trust mechanisms begin to break
down. The first sign of this secondary trauma is
sadness and depression. Untreated, this can lead
to feeling isolated, and then to a numbing of
feelings in an effort NOT to feel what we feel.
Remaining on this path can lead eventually to
addiction, where drugs, alcohol, sex, gambling or
food can temporarily fill the longing for the
comfort of community and the connection that
provides.
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There are a range of practices which can be used
to treat secondary trauma. The first requirement,
however, is that it be acknowledged. Often those
who suffer from it try to soldier on, denying that
there is a problem. After all, others have it much
worse. Secondary trauma thrives on ignoring,
however. Once acknowledged, it is treated by reestablishing connections with others, in whatever
form is appropriate to the individual involved.
This may involve art, dancing, music, walking in
the forest, talking to others.

Activities supported by a caring community of
friends and family are important. People need to
feel cared for – however that looks to them.
“Community is where healing happens”, Leyla
explains. People suffering from secondary trauma
may have trouble re-connecting, so it’s important
for those who care for them to build networks of
support. Call your friend; let them talk; let them
sit without talking; offer a meal; take a walk
together; cook together; sing together; find a way
to share time in a caring and supporting way. Let
them cry, let them talk, let them be silent.

It is time to recognise the role that unarmed
civilian protection can play in building sustainable
peace in areas suffering from violent conflict.
Unarmed civilian protection involves the complex
task of building relationships with armed actors,
with the intention of influencing their behaviour.
Sometimes this might be as simple as being
present at a military checkpoint or in a
community that is vulnerable to armed attack.
Unarmed civilian protection involves engaging
whole societies and promoting dialogue that
helps to protect civilians particularly the most
vulnerable and foster lasting peace. It is an
approach that is both practical and principled,
matching the aspirations of the 2016 EU Global
Strategy.
Today, there is a huge disparity between funding
devoted to peace keeping operations led by
armed forces compared to funding devoted to
unarmed civilian protection. EU member states

There were two major events during 1916 in
Ireland. The first was the Easter Rising, a rebellion
against British imperial rule. The second was the
battle of the Somme, in which thousands of
individuals from this island were killed and injured
in a war caused by German and British conflict.
This indicates an area of uncertainty and
confusion in Irish cultural self-perception,
different from that of other countries engaged in
the 1914-18 war.
Dublin Monthly Meeting Peace Committee
sought a means of commemorating the individual
worth everyone injured or killed in violence, with
particular focus on the Somme and the Easter
Rising.

fund a large share of the UN peacekeeping
operations currently under way. The EU also has
many of its own military crisis management
operations of its own. Military peacekeeping is
many times more expensive than unarmed civilian
protection projects, and does not offer the same
potential for conflict transformation.
Whilst it rarely makes the news headlines,
'peacekeeping' by unarmed civilians is having
increasing success in situations of violent conflict
in many parts of the world. The largest unarmed
civilian protection group in the world in
Nonviolent Peaceforce, and QCEA is delighted
that in the next few weeks they will be opening
an office in Quaker House Brussels.
With a very modest budget, Nonviolent
Peaceforce has successfully protected civilians in
places where armed interventions have failed to
do so.
Matthew Fisher, Brussels policy analyst

poem in French by Louis Aragon. We ended the
day by formally laying down each poppy, then
standing in a circle around them and reading the
1661 Peace Testimony. We then finished with a
couple of minutes' silent worship.
This event was deeply emotional for many people
whose grandparents had been in the Somme. It
created a sense of shared concern – everyone
had the same intention and similar recollections.
A public event in which each participated for the
same purpose gave collective strength to each
person.
Seán McCrum, QCEA General Assembly Member
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We set up a small marquee in one of the main
public parklands in Dublin, Merrion Square. We
invited anyone walking by, to come and make a
white poppy, then to plant it. 101 poppies were
planted during the 19th November, the day after
the end of the battle of the Somme on the 18th.
During the day, we had readings in French,
English and the original and powerful text of "All
Quiet on the Western Front. There was also a
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After an electoral season defined by populist
rhetoric and voting irregularities, the independent
candidate Alexander Van der Bellen was elected
to the Austrian Presidency on December 4th.
Norbert Hofer, representing the the far-right FPÖ
party, came second.
Hofer’s campaign made use of anti-immigrant
sentiment as well as appeals to tradition and
religion – divisive tactics with which we in Europe
are becoming all too familiar. Following the vote
for Brexit and the election of Donald Trump, Van
der Bellen’s victory represents the sole significant
electoral triumph against populism in 2016.
At the end of a difficult year for politics, and with
major elections coming up in France and
Germany in 2017, we can draw comfort from the
fact that the Austrian people said no to division
and xenophobia. However, Hofer’s still-significant
support shows that we still have considerable
work to do.

Populists use simplistic arguments and embrace
stereotypes or prejudice to further a political
cause, instead of encouraging reflective and
rational decision-making. Populists come in all
political colours, but – like Hofer – are usually
associated with the extreme right wing and the
scapegoating of minority communities.

QCEA has been closely monitoring increasing
xenophobia and nationalism. In both internal
and external policy, European leaders have
responded with policies that seek to create a
perception of security for some at the
expense of security for others. These policies
are only fuelling the spiral of violence and
leading to increasingly support for far-right
politicians.
We are currently building interconnected
peace and human rights programmes that will
offer an alternative to the fearful politics that
are behind the current extensional crisis for
European cooperation. The year begins with
discussion groups on leadership, hoping to
encourage the moral leadership Europe
needs.
We know that social changes is more likely to
be achieved by reinforcing the Light rather
than attacking the darkness. For our peace
programme this will include conducting a
research project that will compile solid
evidence of non-violent policies available for
dealing with crises and conflict.
Thank you to everyone who supports this
European-level Quaker work, whether it be
financially, through volunteering or by
keeping us in your thoughts.
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